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MEDIAPARC’S SETUP INVOLVES THE 

FOLLOWING PRODUCTS:

IP Audio
• 7x Power Core XL audio nodes, controlled 

via VisTool and radio consoles

• 12x ruby radio consoles

• 1x mc2 36 audio mixer with mc2 Compact 

I/O stagebox

IP Video
• 1x V__matrix 8 with 6x C100 blades for 

gateway and multiviewer applications, 

plus frame storing

• 1x theWALL multiviewer control

• 2x V__remote 4 all-in-one solution for 

IP-based remote productions

Broadcast Control
• Lawo VSM broadcast control system

• SLG Broadcast Suite

About MEDIAparc

MEDIAparc is a facility that is home to several media 

entities.

RadioFr is a generalist radio station that operates in 

two languages and serves the Swiss canton of Fribourg. 

Set up in 1988, it is partly financed by the state. As 

a result, the information and programs on the three 

channels (RadioFr in French, RadioFr in German and 

RadioFr Music) are well researched and tailored to be 

relevant to a wide audience.

RadioFr currently has a combined audience of 155,200 

viewers and listeners and takes pride in staying in touch 

with the audiences it serves. In 1998, MédiaPub SA 

was added to the mix for the production of commercials 

for regional advertisers in both French and German. 

In 2019, RadioFr celebrated its 30th anniversary and 

relocated to its new premises: MEDIAparc Maison 

des Médias at Villars-sur-Glâne, just outside the Swiss 

city of Fribourg. This building is now home to RadioFr 

(three channels), La Télé Vaud-Fribourg, MédiaPub SA, 

Sept.ch SA (slow journalism website), Skippr.ch (ad 

agency for digital media) and FRiStyle (online regional 

event advisor platform).
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A Green Field in Switzerland

Inaugurated in early January 2019 at Villars-sur-Glâne, Switzerland, 

RadioFr’s MEDIAparc project was a green-field endeavor involving 

a built-to-purpose facility with a cutting-edge, IP-based broadcast 

infrastructure. 

The project’s main goal was to bring several media departments 

together under one roof so as to optimize office and studio space, 

resources and production costs, and to encourage creative cross-

fertilization for a truly 360° media offering. 

MEDIAparc is a forward-looking project: its starting point was the 

management’s vision about engaging its audience on all media 

channels and designing new formats that work equally well in a 

variety of combined real-time packages.

The same versatility was also expected from the essences (audio 

and video streams): they had to be accessible everywhere, allowing 

radio hosts to produce their show from any of the two on-air 

studios or the Production studio. 

IP is currently the only viable platform for this kind of “media 

sharing economy”. Marc Straehl of SLG Broadcast, the system 

architect and general contractor of the MEDIAparc project, is 

adamant that no other system approach can match the power and 

flexibility of IP.

“Green-field” inherently means that you start afresh, with radically 

new workflows, new equipment and different collaboration 

scenarios. Simply replicating familiar routines was not an option. 
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On-air studios 1 & 2 at MEDIAparc: the right screen shows a VisTool dock (see also elsewhere).

Thierry Savary, the General Manager/CEO at MEDIAparc, readily 

admits that three challenges had to be addressed:

• Time: SLG Broadcast had to work to an extremely tight 

deadline, which became even more tricky due to serious 

delays at the construction stage. The delivery deadline, for its 

part, was cast in stone: the La Télé TV station had to vacate 

its former premises and settle into MEDIAparc by 5 January 

2019.

• Technology: There was no absolute certainty that operators 

would embrace an all-new infrastructure and novel workflows 

and manage to familiarize themselves with them quickly. 

Thanks to comprehensive automation routines that leave more 

time for being creative, most apprehensions were quickly 

dispelled.

• Human: Nobody knew for sure how players from different 

media backgrounds would get on with one another.

RadioFr/La Télé wanted to stray away from entrenched, 

compartmentalized ways of delivering broadcast content. This, 

the management believed, would allow RadioFr and La Télé 

Vaud-Fribourg, two relatively small broadcasters, to pool their 

journalists’ input on “both sides of the fence” for high-quality, 

verified regional information and entertainment. 

In addition, the team wanted to reap the benefits of engaging their 

audience on all relevant channels: radio, TV, social media, blogs, 

non-linear consumption, Facebook Live/Periscope Live—plus a 

dedicated app to glue it all together. 

“We were dreaming about a joint format paced like a radio show 

and with the visual appeal of a TV show. To make this happen, we 

learned, IP was the only realistic solution.” (Pierre Meyer, Producer 

& Program Director)

SLG Broadcast’s Marc Straehl masterminded and implemented 

the new workflow, paying special attention to maximum flexibility 

and a future-proof design. Having been on friendly terms with the 

management at MEDIAparc for over 15 years, the instructions he 

received were short and to the point: “You’ve heard our briefing, 

you know our budget, you know where we want to go, now surprise 

us!” 
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Network—All Streams on Deck
MEDIAparc’s new infrastructure was first and foremost to facilitate 

the convergence of radio and TV. “The gap between radio and TV 

is shrinking by the day, and we at MEDIAparc believe that they 

may soon merge—at least on the regional level,” explains Arnaud 

Fracheboud, Technical Manager at MEDIAparc. Airing the same 

content (mainly talk shows) on two media channels may soon 

become a necessity.

The essential benefit of an IP-based network is that all signal 

streams are available anywhere on the network. This allows the 

hosts of the three radio stations (RadioFr and RadioFr Music in 

French, RadioFr in German) to select any of the three studios for 

their upcoming show. 

The available streams can be consumed, processed and 

complemented anywhere inside the MEDIAparc building, and are 

also accessible from the radio OB vehicle in the field. 

Since the radio stations are operated independently, the IP 

infrastructure was designed to work with so-called virtual “on-air 

lanes”. These lanes are the equivalent of what audio engineers 

would refer to as busses—except that they are completely virtual 

and essentially represent a station’s content, which goes on air. 

Any lane can be served from any one—or even several—studio(s). 

The newsroom and the TV OB truck can also be connected to the 

on-air lanes. 

On-air studio 1

Radio OB TV OB

On-air studio 2
Production 

studio
La Télé (TV)

On-air lane 1 – RadioFr (FR)

On-air lane 2 – RadioFr (DE)

On-air lane 3 – RadioFr Music

On-air lane 4 – La Télé

MEDIAparc’s on-air lane system. The lanes are virtual: no physical patching is needed, and any studio, OB van, editing gallery, etc.,  
can be routed to any lane—even to several on-air lanes simultaneously. And the number of lanes can be expanded at will.

In the light of this formidable, virtualized flexibility, how do you 

keep the system manageable for operators with no technical 

background, considering that all radio channels at MEDIAparc 

run on a self-op scenario? By revisiting and expanding on what 

automation can do for you…
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Automation
All possible aspects have been automated at MEDIAparc. Nicely 

packaged into a streamlined user interface that is either embedded 

into Lawo’s VisTool software, or else displayed alongside it (which 

looks very similar), a host of automation routines are at work on a 

number of levels.

All DJs/radio hosts have their own, dedicated configuration presets 

that set up the console (fader layout), voice processing, and many 

other aspects to personalize the work environment. Seconds before 

the show, the host simply selects “his” or “her” preset. 

That preset talks to SLG Broadcast Suite, which communicates 

with the Lawo ruby consoles and Power Core XLs as well as a host 

of other devices, like the Big Voice Sound4 processors, the 

Omnivex digital signage system for the backdrop screens, the 

CCTV cameras for visual radio slots, etc.

Another obvious location for concentrating control over a variety of 

aspects is the RCS Zetta automation system in use at MEDIAparc. 

To simplify populating the sequences, blank events have been 

prepared by SLG Broadcast with readily understandable labels 

such as “Visual Radio”.

This allows the program director to sequence a show and schedule 

a visual radio event with a guest for 9:15 through 9:25am, for 

instance. SLG Broadcast Suite receives the related instruction via a 

gateway and controls the CCTV cameras, the signage graphics on 

the backdrop screens, the lights and—where necessary—also the 

studio’s blinds…

If the guest calls in to signal that they will be late, the presenter 

can easily drag the Visual Radio event down in the sequence and 

segue with the songs originally scheduled after the interview—no 

intricate, time-consuming reprogramming required. 

All studios at MEDIAparc also have access to other important 

radio functions, such as Skype and automatic two-track recording 

of all interviews (via telephone, codec or Skype). Completed 

recordings are automatically saved to a shared folder, and can 

easily be truncated using an editor to make such interviews fit for 

consumption on other channels.

The Power Core XL engines controlled by VisTool and/or the ruby 

consoles provide additional automation functions: AutoGain for 

each microphone input for consistent levels, up to 32 instances of 

AutoMix and/or De-Essing, and 4 separate AutoMix groups. 

All in all, the setup at MEDIAparc provides operators with powerful 

radio functionalities that are easy to use and run entirely behind 

the scenes.

There are no master control engineers at MEDIAparc, nor is there 

a master control room. It has been replaced with devices in the 

technical room that handle the MCR tasks automatically. 
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Lawo VisTool, SLG Broadcast Suite 
and SLG Select-a-Line
Lawo’s VisTool software is used both in conjunction with the 

Lawo ruby consoles (of which MEDIAparc has 10 in various 

configurations), i.e. for visual feedback, and also as a virtual radio 

console that controls the Lawo Power Core XL engine directly (of 

which there are 7). 

Being highly customizable, VisTool’s dimensions, its placement on 

screen and the modules that can be controlled can be specified 

freely. A Dock Bar function allows VisTool to occupy only a fraction 

of the screen (the right edge, for instance) and to remain visible at 

all time: no visual overlaps by other software programs (browser, 

radio automation, etc.) are possible. Yet the dock can be expanded 

as and when necessary. VisTool also allows to embed HTML5-

based panels of other software.

Easy, intuitive access to all signals is provided by the SLG 

Broadcast Suite middleware for system integration (www.

broadcastsuite.com). One of its tools, called “Select-a-Line”, is 

used to manage signal lines. It replaces abstract routing matrices 

with an intuitive folder system for assigning microphones to inputs, 

etc. Each folder only provides access to the resources operators 

are likely to need—and they can be patched intuitively to the 

desired fader on the console.

All patches of inputs or codecs to faders established in this way 

are IP connections. They are presented in a way that is easily 

understood by operators with no technical background: Select-a- 

Line displays TV folders (signals relevant to TV operation), radio 

folders and production folders.

The SLG Broadcast Suite software handles monitoring tasks 

(switches, edge devices, etc.). It is able to translate protocols 

and to generate logic operations. From a broader perspective, 

and without replacing either of them, SLG Broadcast Suite sits in 

between SMART and VSM, with some added SNMP functionality 

designed specifically for broadcast applications. 

Able to monitor all networked devices, it can also trigger actions 

and translate between various protocols. In Marc Straehl’s words, 

SLG Broadcast Suite is like an octopus, monitoring all networked 

devices and handling all messaging. In addition, based on the 

error type, it can trigger scripts—to reboot a server, for instance—

without the user even realizing what is happening. Of course, such 

actions are logged and flagged to allow the maintenance team to 

investigate the root cause of a given issue. 

Select-a-Line’s intuitive folder-based source selection system
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Future-proof and Scalable thanks to IP
MEDIAparc is a pragmatic IP project: it is fully IP in the sense that 

all signals are available anywhere as IP streams. It is not, however, 

all-IP, i.e. a system where all edge devices are IP natives, which 

would not make sense at the moment: quite a few devices by 

various manufacturers still struggle with standard-compliant IP or 

simply do a better job in the baseband domain. 

Despite the significant up-front investment, it is already becoming 

apparent that the right choices were made at the right time. 

Marc Straehl: “The management at MEDIAparc understood the 

underlying approach and welcomed the fact that the system also 

caters to MEDIAparc’s future needs.” 

At 640Gbps, the current system has enough bandwidth to see 

MEDIAparc through the next 10 years, he says: only 130Gbps 

are currently used. This is important, because “The media world 

is undergoing aggressive transformational changes. The ability to 

respond quickly and flexibly is key.” 

Arnaud Fracheboud (Technical Manager, MEDIAparc) adds: 

“MEDIAparc’s IP network has been designed to allow us to add 

more studios at a moment’s notice. This is precisely what we are 

currently doing for our web radio offering.”

Eth1/14/1,2
(split port)
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Contrast that with the baseband world: all routers have a finite 

number of inputs and outputs, like 128 x 128, for instance. Adding 

a 129th input is not simply a matter of installing a second 128x128 

router, because this would require a bus system between the two 

routers, which does not exist. The old router therefore needs to be 

replaced with a 256 x 256 or 512 x 512 model.

In the IP world, the only aspect to bear in mind is the backbone’s 

bandwidth (640Gbps on 16 Ports, in MEDIAparc’s case). As long 

as there is bandwidth, adding audio inputs/outputs and cameras is 

simply a matter of connecting them to the network. Plus, users can 

add any edge device they like—there are no physical constraints 

imposed by hardware connectivity. 

The same applies to format upgrades, from 3G to 4K, say: in 

the baseband world, a 4K SDI device requires 4 physical ports, 

reducing the number of connectors available for other devices. 

Ports are no issue in the IP world—they can be added ad lib. 

And once MEDIAparc’s 640Gbps bandwidth limit is reached, a 

second IP layer can be added and linked to the first via a tie-line. 

“We wanted MEDIAparc to 
become a multimedia hub 

close to its audience, delivering 
high-quality regional news and 

entertainment. We now have 
the infrastructure to appeal 
even more to the people we 

are serving.”

—Pierre Meyer, Producer & Program Director, 
MEDIAparc

MEDIAparc selected Power Core XL engines to which two independent ruby consoles can be connected.
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MEDIAparc’s Setup
MEDIAparc has two on-air radio studios, 

each equipped with three Lawo ruby 

consoles (4 faders, 8 faders, 4 faders + 

master section) connected to a Power 

Core XL engine, plus touchscreen control 

via VisTool. Finally, there is a 12-fader 

ruby console in La Télé’s control room.

The third studio is the so-called 

Production studio for bigger shows. It 

is equipped with a split 12-fader Lawo 

ruby console connected to a Power Core 

XL, with additional control supplied via 

the touchscreen-driven VisTool software. 

The Lawo mc2 36 All-in-one Production 

Console in the Production studio has 

been installed in such a way as to 

provide a clear line of sight towards the 

newsroom at the center of the ground 

floor. 

Newsroom signal sources for the mc2 36 

are ingested via a flightcase equipped 

with an mc² Compact I/O. This mobile 

stagebox can be connected to one of 

the IP wallboxes in the newsroom via a 

RAVENNA connection with the mc2 36. 

The console is used for La Télé’s talk 

shows and joint radio/TV programs 

produced in MEDIAparc’s newsroom 

as well as for live events staged at the 

cantina, which can be transformed into a 

200-seater concert hall.

mc2 36 in MEDIAparc’s Production studio

ruby console and VisTool in MEDIAparc’s TV control room
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Power Core XL for the ruby console and VisTool in the Production studio

One of MEDIAparc’s three editing galleries.

One interesting aspect about 

MEDIAparc’s infrastructure is that the 

audio of joint radio and TV productions 

can be mixed using either the Lawo 

mc2 36 (for applications requiring more 

flexible sound processing) or the ruby + 

Power Core XL in the Production studio. 

As a side note, Marc Straehl points out 

that the ruby + Power Core XL of any of 

the remaining two studios could be used 

as an alternative to the ruby solution in 

the Production studio. This is precisely 

the advantage of having access to all 

signals on the network.

Finally, there are three editing galleries, 

each with a 4-fader ruby console and 

VisTool control of the shared Power Core 

XL processor.
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Network Type
MEDIAparc uses a non-blocking IP network without an 

orchestrator. The non-blocking approach is possible thanks to 

a confinement strategy that ensures that no audio and/or video 

device can be “flooded” (information overflow). 

According to Marc Straehl, working with an orchestrator—and a 

blocking network—often makes things unnecessarily complicated 

and difficult to set up, sometimes even requiring users to work 

around the orchestrator to achieve an envisaged result.

An orchestrator usually sits between the router and the broadcast 

controller and manages bandwidths and priorities: as long as there 

is enough bandwidth to go round, streams are transmitted from 

A to B, C to D, etc. In the event of bandwidth overload, however, 

there needs to be a strategy based on a credential system that 

specifies which user should served before all others. Devising 

such a system is time-consuming and often the reason why some 

projects take over a year to be completed.

A non-blocking network, like the one at MEDIAparc, is far more 

user-friendly and has the advantage that all users are at liberty 

to do what they need to do. Thanks to confined system areas, 

there will always be enough bandwidth—even for devices that are 

added at a later stage. The various subsystems, for their part, are 

connected to one another over tie-lines.

The non-blocking IP network at MEDIAparc is built around a 

powerful Mellanox switch with a bandwidth of 40Gbps per port 

(of which there are 16). The network itself is split up using Artel 

switches with 1Gbps ports. A multicast filtering system has been 

put in place between the Mellanox switch and the remaining 

switches to avoid port flooding at the Artel level. 

Given that the switch capacity has been chosen wisely, the only 

regulation needed in a facility like MEDIAparc’s is for operators to 

only subscribe to the required streams. This is handled via Lawo’s 

VSM system.

“The media world is undergoing increasingly aggressive 
transformational changes. The ability to respond 

quickly and flexibly is of prime importance. This is 
where an IP infrastructure shines.”

—Marc Straehl, CEO, SLG Broadcast
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LAWO C100/1 LAWO C100/4....

LAWO C100/5
Multiviewer

each
1 x 40 GB

2 x 40 GB

Mellanox
SN2100
CDM

ARTEL
ARG 10G/1
CDM

DELL Blade1

DELL Blade18
...

ARTEL
ARG 10G/2
Studio

powercore1

powercore6...

4 x 10 GB
Optical Splitter cable 2 x 10 GB

PTP-GMT/1
VSM PC

mc²36

Studio area:
powercore1: Studio Fribourg
powercore2: Studio Freiburg
powercore3: Editing booth
powercore4: TV Audio Console
sapphire: Radio Production

Machine room:
powercore5: Radio Matrix 1
powercore6: Radio Matrix 2
VSM PC
PTP-GMT/2

Mellanox:
1. LAWO C100/1
2. LAWO C100/2
3. LAWO C100/3
4. LAWO C100/4
5. LAWO C100/5 Port 1
6. LAWO C100/5 Port 2
7. LAWO V_Remote4 über Mellanox Optical Splitter cable
8. ARG10G über Mellanox Optical Splitter cable

LAWO V_Remote4

2 x 10 GB
Linqx DAC Splitter Cable

PTP-GMT/2

sapphire

Notes:

Primary IGMP Querier could be the SN2100
All switches shall run in PTP Boundary
ARG 10G/1+2 shall run in 2step

Mediapark Fribourg (CH)

Patchpanel
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Video Streams and VSM
In MEDIAparc’s setup, the TV channel benefits from radio’s higher 

audio quality, while the RadioFr stations can tap into high-quality 

video streams for their visual radio programs. The three radio 

studios at MEDIAparc are equipped with four CCTV cameras each. 

If necessary, their footage can easily be shared with the La Télé 

channel.

Despite all this sharing power, the hardware to make this happen 

is surprisingly compact. The vm_dmv multiviewer, for instance, 

easily fits into one V__matrix device that also performs other 

tasks—with significantly simplified cabling and rock-solid 24/7 

stability.

Sharing audio and video resources among the radio stations and 

La Télé creates synergies in the guise of joint radio/TV shows. The 

same infrastructure is used for both radio and TV. Other outfits 

still tend to use separate devices for the respective media formats. 

This is unnecessary, because the underlying technology is exactly 

the same. PTP is used as reference for the synchronization of both 

audio and video.

For TV production, MEDIAparc uses V__matrix units with several 

C100 blades for the following:

• Encoding and decoding audio and video streams;

• Multiviewer;

• Frame storing;

• Audio embedding and de-embedding.

Lawo’s V__matrix resembles a processing cloud that is available for 

a variety of tasks at the press of a VSM button. 

For audio applications, the Lawo devices in use comprise Power 

Core audio processing routers equipped with redundant AES67/

RAVENNA interfaces as standard, which comply with the open 

SMPTE2022-7 standard. The audio streams generated by the 

Power Core units are transmitted to the V__matrix where they are 

embedded into the required video signals.

Finally, the finished audio/video streams are sent to Lausanne (at 

about 75km from Fribourg) via WAN using V__remote 4 units. The 

V__remote 4s are also utilized for live duplex connections between 

Lausanne and Fribourg over an IP network. 

All technical patching aspects of the MEDIAparc facility are 

managed and controlled by Lawo’s VSM broadcast control system 

with a highly intuitive user interface. 

Touchscreen used to operate MEDIAparc’s VSM broadcast 
management system. Several hardware panels are also used.
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Inclusive Setup
Even though the studios at MEDIAparc are essentially touchscreen 

based, one German-speaking presenter at RadioFr Freiburg is 

visually impaired. That does not keep him from putting on a great 

show while operating the exact same devices and screens as his 

colleagues.

This is made possible by a set of special tools: a braille display, 

ZoomText and accessibility software providing vocal feedback 

about what is displayed below the mouse pointer on screen.

Yves Killchör uses the same headphones as his fellow presenters 

at MEDIAparc. Thanks to personalized control settings (his 

dedicated one-button preset), the studio’s KVM assignments 

change along with the monitor routings in the Lawo ruby console: 

the mixer accesses a dedicated set of computers over RAVENNA/

IP, which add accessibility audio information to the “regular” 

monitor streams in Yves’ headphones. Yves also enlarges the 

playlist to at least get a glimpse of what is displayed. 

The braille display below the computer keyboard, for its part, 

allows Yves to read messages displayed on a second screen. 

Small, dark characters on a white background are especially 

challenging, he says.

Before leaving the studio, Yves simply presses a button to restore 

the previous monitor routings without the accessibility information, 

and the next presenter takes it from there. The system is based on 

a gateway that sits between the SLG Broadcast Suite and the KVM 

system and takes care of connecting to/disconnecting from the two 

dedicated PCs. 

Again, Yves’ one-touch assignment 

settings can be recalled to any studio 

and editing gallery, to the newsroom 

and Yves’ personal workstation at 

MEDIAparc. In a way, Yves is at liberty 

to move his two dedicated computers 

to wherever he chooses to work—at 

least virtually. These intelligent links 

and the possibility to complement the 

RAVENNA streams with accessibility 

feedback provide dynamic control over 

Yves’ mobile workspace. 

 “Of course you have to be good and 

appeal to your audience to get a 

job—just like any other radio host. 

This system has allowed me to show 

my craft, and it worked out brilliantly. 

I hope it inspires other stations to at 

least contemplate giving others in my 

situation the same opportunity,” adds 

Yves Killchör.

An essentially screen-based setup that “works” for visually impaired operators.
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OB Vehicles

MEDIAparc operates two OB vehicles: one truck for television and 

a van for radio. The TV truck relies on multi-SIM bonding via UMTS 

for the transport of up to 8 mixed camera signals to Lausanne or 

Fribourg. This approach allows the TV crew to remotely control the 

camera backpacks. An Aviwest monitoring system with alarming 

functionality is also available.

The radio OB vehicle is a “virtual” van with almost no processing 

technology inside: it is a sophisticated remote control of the studio 

infrastructure at Villars-sur-Glâne. The connection is established 

automatically as soon as the OB van comes online in the IP 

domain (via fiber optic or UMTS). 

Now, the van can open and close the microphone channels of 

newsreaders, radio hosts, etc., in the same way as operators at 

MEDIAparc. The radio OB van is used by the German- or French-

speaking RadioFr channels and also available for the La Télé TV 

station. Joint productions are also possible.

The radio OB van—essentially a super-sized and sophisticated remote control.
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Ready for the 21st Century
“IP is not just ‘cool’: it can save operators a lot of money in any 

given project. Its major advantage is that any kind of stream 

can be thrown at the network and (re)packaged in a variety of 

ways, using only a handful of devices and cables. Simplicity 

and flexibility are key,” summarizes Marc Straehl.

This is precisely what made MEDIAparc’s project so exciting 

for him. The management in Villars-sur-Glâne agrees: RadioFr, 

RadioFr Music, La Télé and MEDIAparc’s feature-rich social 

media offering are ready to take on the media challenges of the 

twenty-first century with innovative workflows and concepts.
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